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Przemysław Dulęba1

La Tène culture in Silesia. Remarks on the state of research and 
new cognitive perspectives2

Abstract: The article presents the latest state of research on the issues of La Tène culture settlement in the 
area of modern-day Silesia. The text discusses the specific of field research and their interpretation in the 
light of all the discoveries that are known from the analysed region. Until recently, studies on the La Tène 
culture in Poland were considerably hampered by a particular state of research. The vast majority of finds 
which can be dated to the Early La Tène period have sepulchral nature, while the settlement sites represented 
the Middle La Tène period. The author also discusses the model of periodization used for the territory of 
Central Europe, the settlement potential of the local populations, their interregional connections and contacts 

with indigenous societies.

Keywords: Silesia, La Tène culture, settlement, chronology, cultural changes

Introduction12

Traces of La Tène culture settlement, which archaeologists have long associated with Celt-ène culture settlement, which archaeologists have long associated with Celt-ne culture settlement, which archaeologists have long associated with Celt-
ic populations, form four distinct clusters within the present-day borders of Poland. Henryk 
Łowmiański, a prominent Polish historian, concluded that the name “Lugii” appearing in an-miański, a prominent Polish historian, concluded that the name “Lugii” appearing in an-
cient written sources had Celtic origins and interpreted it as either a name of a tribe of people 
inhabiting one of the two Celtic enclaves in Silesia, or a Celtic name given by other Celts 
to a tribal confederation dwelling north of the Carpathians and Sudetes (Łowmiański 1964, 
194–199). According to a different view, Silesia was instead settled by the tribes of Boii and 
Volcae Tectosages (Jahn 1931, 100–102). The mentioned enclaves perhaps reflect certain tribal 
divisions, although these are difficult to unravel given the limited body of historical evidence 
regarding Iron Age civilisations in Central Europe.

The first monographic study of the La Tène culture settlement in Silesia was written as long 
ago as the interwar period and, even without mentioning all its shortcomings stemming from 
specific tendencies present in German archaeology of the period, it is today completely outdated 

1 Institute of Archaeology, University of Wrocław, Szewska 48, 51-139 Wrocław, przemdul@gmail.com
2 This study is a result of research carried out within the framework of the project “Kultura lateńska 
na Śląsku. Chronologia, zasięg i ponadregionalne powiązania / La Tène culture in Silesia. Chronology, 
range, and interregional connections” (2013/08/S/HS3/00278), financed by the National Science Centre.
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(Jahn 1931). A more recent approach was presented in the early 1970s within the framework of 
a comprehensive analysis of Celtic settlement in Poland, but it still relied heavily on the data 
produced by German archaeologists before 1945 (Woźniak 1970). Sources pertaining to Celtic 
settlement in Silesia available today are much richer. This stems from the considerable body 
of data produced by research carried out after WW2, among which artefacts and assemblages 
(unfortunately not so numerous when compared with other chronological periods) uncovered 
most recently thanks to rescue research deserve particular attention. But this also stems from 
new usage of heretofore poorly known archival sources from the 1930s and 1940s, which only 
recently have become available to archaeologists.

Geographical conditionings

Each of the two distinct enclaves of La Tène culture occupation in Silesia is situated in a slight-
ly different landscape, which also affects the range of cognitive possibilities currently available.

The Lower Silesian enclave spreads over an area of approx. 1500 km2 (Fig. 1), with the vast 
majority of sites situated in the Wrocław Plain, in the basins of the Bystrzyca, Ślęza, and Oława 
Rivers. The northern boundary of the area inhabited by the Celts was marked by the Oder River 
valley, and in the south it reached the northern approaches to the Ślęża massif and Niemcza-
Strzelin Heights. A few other sites are known from beyond this area, but their precise locations, 
chronologies, and cultural attributions raise serious doubts.3

In Upper Silesia, the Celts settled a lightly larger area spreading over approx. 2000 km2 
(Fig. 1). These were primarily the fertile lands of the Głubczyce Plateau, in particular the basins 
of left-bank tributaries of the Oder: the Rivers Opawa, Troja, Psina, Stradunia, and Osobłoga, 
and the western part of the Racibórz Basin. La Tène culture sites have only incidentally been 
recorded on the right bank of the Oder, and these are predominantly uncertain finds with no 
precise location. The western boundary of the Upper Silesian cluster is marked by single-set-
tlement traces in the valley of the Biała River. The southern boundary runs through the Czech 
Republic, with a dozen or so sites known primarily from within the limits of the city of Opava. 
In the Czech Republic no national-scale system of recording archaeological sites has been 
implemented as yet that could be compared with the Polish Archaeological Record (Polish: 
AZP) programme, hence the disproportion between a large number of sites in Poland and single 
sites on the Czech side of the border is rather artificial and stems from the state of research 
alone. Apparently, regular surface surveys in this area can be expected to considerably change 
the picture of the settlement network.

The Głubczyce Plateau lies in the northern approaches to the Moravian Gate, which is the 
most convenient pass between the Sudetes and Carpathians. From time immemorial this place 
served as a transit zone of a kind, used by different groups of people. The Celtic population 
inhabiting the area controlled the long-established and probably most important route linking 
the middle Danube basin with the Baltic coast, which in the Roman period became famous as 
the “amber route” (Bochnak, Goláňová 2010). The strategic importance of the area probably 
explains the high intensity of La Tène culture occupation recorded in the Głubczyce Plateau, in 
particular in the basins of the Psina and Troja Rivers.

3 These are finds from Bożków, Dist. Kłodzko (single burial), Brzezinka Średzka, Dist. Środa (hoard of 
coins), Przyłęgów, Dist. Świdnica (trace of settlement), Stanowice, Dist. Świdnik (trace of settlement), 
and Wrocław-Psie Pole (single coin).
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A small cluster of sites (Malerzowice Małe and Radzikowice, Dist. Nysa) occupying a small 
patch of loess soils in the basin of the Cielnica (a left-bank tributary of the Nysa Kłodzka River) 
may have played the role of a bridge between the two enclaves mentioned above. The sites are 
known from pre-war research and have not been confirmed by AZP surveys, so the information 
needs to be regarded with caution.

Celtic settlers were familiar with quite advanced agricultural techniques and they carefully 
chose their places to settle, with marked preference for loess soils or similar soils developed on 
other silty sediments. This is evident in the patterns of La Tène culture occupation throughout 
nearly all of Central Europe. However, the location of the Lower Silesian enclave diverges 
from this model. The Niemcza-Strzelin Heights were very sparsely settled in that period, which 
is very puzzling given the fact that this is where the most fertile soils in the region (loess and 

Fig. 1. La Tène culture in Silesia. 1 – emporium, 2 – cemetery, 3 – single grave, 4 – settlement, 5 – trace 
of settlement. Developed by P. Dulęba
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loess-like) occur (Dobrzański 1972). Perhaps other factors played a role, impossible to identify 
today. In the Wrocław Plain, where the earliest La Tène culture sites are known, the soil cover 
is formed by so-called black earths which developed from bog and lake deposits and from al-
luvial deposits rich in organic matter (Pelisiak, Gębica 2007, 112). The region has been very 
heavily transformed by human activity in the modern period. In prehistory, the Wrocław Plain 
was most likely much more marshy and may have even been covered with lakes. It became 
sufficiently drained and more attractive for intensive agriculture only after large-scale drainage 
programmes and regulation of rivers in the modern period. At the turn of the 8th and 7th centu-
ries BC the Subatlantic climate entered a more humid and cooler phase. Ground water levels 
started to rise, and some previously inhabitable areas turned into swamps or were flooded (Star-
kel 1977, 201, 247, 250–251). Another distinct turn towards a cooler and more humid climate 
took place between approx. 500 BC and 200–300 AD (Lamb 1977; Niewiarowski 1995). These 
tendencies, however, did not have a decisive impact, since places susceptible to flooding have 
always been avoided by prehistoric communities (Mierzwiński 1994, 129). In the Iron Age the 
Wrocław Plain was criss-crossed by a network of small watercourses and lakes (Mierzwiński 
1994, 30–32), and this fact alone entailed considerable fragmentation of the settlement net-
work. Along with significant uniformization of the transformed landscape of the Wrocław Plain 
observed today, this poses a serious obstacle to precise localisation of remains of a settlement 
network as dispersed as in the model practiced in the La Tène period.

In the region of what is now the city of Wrocław the valley of the Oder River is very broad. 
Even in the quite recent past, before the works on its regulation were undertaken, the river 
meandered widely, oxbows and swamps were commonplace, and frequent floods regularly 
submerged all lower lying areas, which often entailed changes in the course of the main river 
channel (Badura, Burdukiewicz 2016, fig. 14). Therefore, prehistoric settlement concentrated 
along small left-bank tributaries rather than by the Oder River, the latter serving as the main 
communication route.

In Upper Silesia, Celtic settlement concentrates in the Głubczyce Plateau, a region of relatively 
diversified landscape, covered with fertile soils which include chernozem soils developed on loess 
bedrock (Maruszczak 1991). The area had been considerably deforested as early as the Neolithic, 
and was densely inhabited throughout nearly all stages of prehistory (Abłamowicz 2004). The La 
Tène culture settlement formed clusters in the valleys of small watercourses, especially on the 
valley margins, on the lower parts of gentle slopes. Prominent promontories in river forks were 
another landscape form highly preferred for settlement. In this case, the morphological diversity 
of the landscape, typical of loess uplands, makes it easier to identify potential sites. The only site 
that diverges from this model is the well-known settlement at Nowa Cerekwia, Dist. Głubczyce, 
situated on the culmination of a plateau, which in the La Tène period played the role of a central 
place in the type of a craft and trade agglomeration (Rudnicki 2014).

Cognitive problems

The basic problem that emerges in studies of the La Tène culture in Poland is the poor knowl-
edge of its materials among archaeologists. This inevitably results in problems with determin-
ing cultural attribution and chronology of various settlement materials recovered by excava-
tions and surface surveys.

Until recently, studies on the La Tène culture in Poland were considerably hampered by 
a particular state of research: all known sites of sepulchral nature originated from the Early La 
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Tène period, while settlement sites represented the Middle La Tène period. The first settlement 
complexes datable to LT B have been identified only recently, thanks to new discoveries4 and 
analyses of materials from old research (cf. Dulęba, Kosicki 2017). In the initial phase of Celtic 
settlement, i.e. at the very beginning of phase LT B1, the material culture of Silesian communi-
ties differed in many aspects from that characteristic of the Middle La Tène period. This ap-
plied above all to pottery: hand-made vessels clearly prevail, and their shapes and technology 
of manufacture in many cases show references to forms characteristic of the Hallstatt period. 
Moreover, certain forms are very akin to ceramic assemblages known from the Pomeranian, 
Jastorf, and Przeworsk cultures. This is no surprise, since from the moment of its formation the 
La Tène culture was a kind of a model for these cultures, and their material culture revealed 
strong affinity to that known from the lands inhabited by the Celts. Workshop pottery occurred 
much less frequently than in the Middle La Tène period. A characteristic trait of the Lower 
Silesian enclave is a very low percentage of graphite vessels (Dulęba, Kosicki 2017, 112). 
This highly characteristic category of vessels is easily identifiable and is commonly associated 
with the La Tène period. It is also a basic indicator used for identifying traces of Celtic settle-
ment during surface surveys. This is best illustrated by the results of surveys carried out in the 
Głubczyce Plateau, with relatively numerous remains of La Tène culture occupation sometimes 
represented nearly exclusively by the finds of graphite pottery.5

Another difficulty stems from a significant similarity between workshop pottery of the 
La Tène culture and Przeworsk culture vessels from the Late Roman period. In cases of highly 
fragmented materials typically produced by surface surveys, determining chronological attri-
bution sometimes becomes very difficult.

Revolutionary technological changes connected with the mass adoption of metal detectors 
of the VFL (Very Low Frequency) type have significantly expanded the cognitive possibilities 
of Iron Age archaeology. In Poland, the first of these devices came into use in archaeology in 
the 1990s. From then on, the number of new discoveries have been rapidly growing each year, 
most of them unfortunately being made by amateurs and, even worse, to little interest of wider 
circles of professional researchers. What is most difficult to rationally explain is the strong re-
sistance among the majority of contemporary archaeologists (except, perhaps, for numismatists 
and some specialists in Iron Age archaeology) against performing surface surveys with metal 
detectors and the proper use of the devices during excavations. This, unfortunately, results in 
metal finds recovered during rescue excavations preceding large construction projects, where 
mechanical removal of upper accumulation layers is a common practice, being much fewer 
than expected. In the few well-investigated Iron Age sites, 80–90% of metal artefacts are typi-
cally retrieved from the topsoil and represent a range of lost objects and waste from different 
stages of the site’s occupation.

Regardless of the above-mentioned problems, the application of this – not so novel after 
all – technique recently allowed for a significant breakthrough during the renewed research 
on the site of Nowa Cerekwia in Głubczyce District. The research involved a metal detector 
survey of the area previously explored in the 1950s and 1960s and produced a huge series of 
metal objects, including coins, dress items, tools, figurines, and others (Rudnicki 2014). These 
finds clearly corroborate a hypothesis in which the site belongs to a network of craft and trade 

4 Excavations carried out by P. Dulęba (Institute of Archaeology, University of Warsaw) and J. Soida 
(Silesian Museum in Katowice) on the Samborowice settlement in Racibórz District.
5 The above-mentioned excavations at Samborowice, Dist. Racibórz, revealed features in which graph-
ite vessels made up over 40% of the ceramic assemblage (collection of the Silesian Museum in Katowice).
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centres connected with what is known as “the sphere of hegemony” of the Celtic tribe of the 
Boii. Nowa Cerekwia was actually the northernmost element in this network of trade connec-
tions, through which the Celt-inhabited areas connected with the mosaic of – mostly Germanic 
– communities inhabiting the Central European Plain.

Apart from the mentioned site, however, metal La Tène culture artefacts remain relatively rare 
finds, which may be linked with a certain specificity of the material culture. Nearly all settlement 
sites in Silesia have been discovered in intensively exploited farmlands, considerably littered with 
contemporary metal waste. This makes it necessary to conduct surveys with metal detectors in 
iron discrimination mode. In the case of the La Tène culture, and with respect to the Middle La 
Tène period in particular, iron artefacts make up the bulk of the repertoire of objects of everyday 
use, tools, ornaments, and dress items. As a result, typically only some types of objects made from 
non-ferrous metals are being discovered, like female girdle-chain belts, very popular in the Mid-
dle La Tène period. Obviously, this strongly distorts the picture of the material culture.

Studies on La Tène culture settlement encounter another challenge in connection with the 
localisation of settlement relics. The picture emerging from the data available today is that 
of a highly dispersed settlement network, comprised in most part of usually single-farmstead 
settlements spread along river valleys. Settlements with more dense arrangement of features 
or those where remains of two or three individual farmstead could be identified are still very 
few. Therefore, the application of a wide spectrum of non-invasive archaeological methods, 
magnetic gradiometry prospection in particular, seems to offer a way to overcome the current 
problems in this respect. The first case studies of this kind were carried out in Upper Silesia 
(Dulęba, Soida, Wroniecki 2015; 2016).

Unfortunately, geophysical prospection is of little use in searching for sepulchral sites. 
Due to their specificity, inhumation graves are very difficult to identify with this method. 
Cremation burials can produce distinctly visible signals sometimes, but they are very dif-
ficult to distinguish from typical settlement features, like hearths or pits containing large 
amounts of daub, which in multicultural and multi-function sites always complicates the 
interpretation. The high number of finds recovered from sepulchral contexts by German ar-
chaeologists in the second half of the 19th and the first half of the 20th century stemmed from 
the opportunities provided by the land use pattern of that period. At that time, especially in 
the Wrocław Plain, a huge number of small sand- and gravel pits operated, providing mate-
rials for the dynamically growing infrastructure of Wrocław. La Tène culture burials were 
often dug to considerable depth, typically between 1.5 and 2 metres beneath the ground 
surface, which makes their discovery by means of surface survey or non-invasive methods 
virtually impossible. Today, we are dealing with a different situation – with every free piece 
of potentially arable land used for agriculture, most of the gravel pits and sand pits (some of 
which were still operational after WWII) have been filled back and reclaimed. Many of these 
places can now be identified only thanks to satellite or aerial images in which the backfilled 
pits manifest themselves as crop and soilmarks.

Silesia before the Celts

At the turn of the Hallstatt and La Tène periods the southern part of Lower Silesia was passing 
through a period of obvious depopulation, which is evidenced by traces of highly dispersed 
Pomeranian culture settlement. The region was separated from vestigial Lusatian culture settle-
ment surviving in the south of Upper Silesia by a distinct stretch of uninhabited land. The 
situation may have been caused by a general tendency known from this period, when notable 
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climate changes most probably occurring at that time could have had a significant impact on 
settlement patterns (Starkel 1977, 247). This hypothesis has been challenged by some research-
ers who point to other issues, including problems with distinguishing the materials dated to 
HaD2–D3, potentially affecting the interpretation of settlement transformations occurring in 
that period (Mierzwiński 1994, 113–131). Not disregarding these remarks, a huge regress in 
Lusatian culture settlement in phase HaD as compared to the beginnings of the Iron Age is 
evident even with the currently available sources and is an objective fact (Mierzwiński 1994, 
148, maps 6 and 7). This regress, best illustrated by the example of the Billendorf group of the 
Lusatian culture, has long been blamed on nomadic raids (Bukowski 1977, 166–204) and has 
been dated to the turn of phases HaD2 and HaD3 (Parzinger 1993, 512–517). This perspective 
has recently found significant corroboration in the results of the latest research on the Lusatian 
culture stronghold at Wicina, Dist. Żary, a site where a horizon of damage linked with the 
above-mentioned raids was recorded. The new research at Wicina has produced a long series 
of dendrochronological dates (Kałagate 2013) which allow the beginnings of phase HaD2 to be 
dated around 570/560 BC. 

A major problem in discussions with some archaeologists researching the Hallstatt period 
concerns their use of an oversimplified chronological model for the transition between the 
Hallstatt and La Tène periods, one that is totally irrelevant for the La Tène culture, completely 
disregards the LT A stadium, and baselessly extends the timeframe of Lusatian culture occupa-
tion into phase LT B (cf. Gedl 1985, 33–34, 47–48; Mierzwiński 1994, 61–69). This approach 
has been fully disproven by the most recent excavation results and by thorough re-analyses 
of earlier discoveries. They clearly indicate that, at least for some part of the timespan corre-
sponding to phase LT B, in the vast, lowland areas of central and northern Poland (Fig. 2) one 
has to consider stable settlement of the Jastorf culture (Grygiel 2015), which continues until 
the beginnings of the Middle La Tène period and antedates the Przeworsk culture settlement. 
These finds fill the apparent “gap” which until quite recently used to be – rather unconvincingly 
– filled by materials from the closing developmental stages of the Lusatian and Pomeranian 
cultures. In light of the currently available sources there are absolutely no grounds for dating 
Lusatian culture occupation in Silesia to phase LT B1. The few finds of single artefacts datable 
to LT B1, discovered outside the range of compact Celtic settlement (Fig. 2), may be associ-
ated with the vestigial presence of Pomeranian culture settlement or with the infiltration of the 
region by the first groups of Jastorf culture population, whose settlement is well-documented 
in the later period.

For objective reasons, above all due to the determining impact of the geographic environ-
ment, the cycle of cultural transformations was not uniform throughout such a relatively exten-
sive area as present-day Silesia. Nevertheless, it is worth presenting it in a simplified, schematic 
manner (Fig. 3).

Chronology of the La Tène period

Thanks to the progress made in research on the La Tène culture, we can now date archaeologi-
cal materials much better, and therefore better reconstruct the dynamics of the settlement pro-
cesses. This is of significant importance with respect to barbarian Iron Age communities which 
often participated in socio-political developments, far echoes of which sound in the accounts 
of ancient writers. In the territory of present-day Poland, the La Tène period is the first period 
for which highly detailed periodisation systems are being developed, sometimes allowing for 
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a resolution of two or three generations. Many of the misunderstandings among archaeologists 
investigating what is now southern Poland stem from the use of obsolete chronological systems 
and the very limited knowledge of materials dated to the La Tène and Pre-Roman periods. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to re-analyse older finds, many of which have been attributed to 
other Iron Age cultures.

The most comprehensive periodisation of the Early and Middle La Tène periods is the model 
created by German researcher Ruppert Gebhard on the basis of a large series of glass ornaments 
from an oppidum at Manching, Kr. Ingolstadt, in Bavaria (Gebhard 1989). In this approach, the 
beginnings of phase LT B1 (and therefore the initial stage of the great expansion of the La Tène 

Fig. 2. Cultural situation in Poland in the 4th and the first half of the 3rd c. BC. Shown on the map are the 
finds that can be precisely dated to phase LT B (developed by P. Dulęba). 1 – La Tène culture, 2 – stray 
finds with undetermined cultural attribution, 3 – Pomeranian culture, 4 – Jastorf culture (after Rogal-

ski 2010; Grygiel 2015)
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culture) fall to around 420/410 BC. Phase LT B1, represented by a wide spectrum of sepulchral 
finds, is divided into three stages (horizons 1–3). The beginnings of the La Tène culture settle-
ment in Poland should be linked with stadium LT B1a, which means with the Pre-Duchcov ho-
rizon (Germ. Vorduxer Horizont), which is best investigated in the Bohemian Basin (Holodňák, 
Waldhauser 1984), although artefacts from that time have also been found in Moravia (Meduna 
2007) and Lower Austria (Ramsl 2002; 2011). This phase is clearly discernible in materials 
from graves, where artefacts being good chronological indicators are usually more common. 
Settlement materials are less susceptible to rapid stylistic changes; hence we do not have larger 
series of such precisely dated assemblages. Stadium LT B1 does not cover a long time-span.6 
It should be synchronised with a period between approx. 420/410 and 390/380 BC, which is 
how we date the expansion of Celtic tribes known from historical sources. These migration 
movements are detectable in the archaeological record from the territory of Bohemia, which 
has been linked with the infiltration of Celtic settlers from the Upper Rhineland (Holodňák, 
Waldhauser 1984, 42).

The close of phase B1 corresponds to horizon 3 (LT B1c), which is synchronised with 
the chronological position of the splendid burial from Waldalgesheim, dated by imports to 
330/320 BC (Schiring 1975). The division of stadia LT B1b and B1c proposed by Jiři Wald-
hauser (1987, fig. 4) finds little application outside Bohemia and it is rather impossible to use 
it on a wider scale. Apparently, also in this case Gebhard’s periodisation is more useful. The 
same can be said about the chronology currently used with respect to the Carpathian Basin. 
Horizon 3 (Gebhard 1989, 98) has been synchronised with stadium LT B2a in Jozef Bujna’s 
(1982) periodisation.

In Gebhard’s approach, phase LT B2, when artefacts decorated in plastic style become 
commonplace, lasts at least until the mid-3rd century BC and divides into two horizons: 
4 and 5 (LT B2a and B2b). Unlike many other scholars, Gebhard does not distinguish a tran-
sitional stadium between the Early and Middle La Tène periods, known as phase LT B2/
C1. He has demonstrated that some brooches of Middle La Tène construction, in particular 
long specimens made of iron, actually appear already during the Early La Tène period (Geb-
hard 1989, fig. 45). Characteristic of horizon 5, which Gebhard synchronises with phase 
B2/C1 as understood by Miloš �ižmář (1975) and Jozef Bujna (1982; 2003) and with Jiři 
Waldhauser’s (1987) stadium LT B2, are rich warrior graves containing bronze vessels, like 
those known from Ceretolo (Kruta-Poppi 1979) and Hurbanovo-Konkol (Bujna 2007). The 
close of phase B2 correlates with another wave of Celtic migrations, which culminated in 
the invasion of Greece and Macedonia in 280–277 BC. In Gebhard’s periodisation the time 
when Celtic glass bracelets started to be produced falls most likely to around 260/250 BC, 
which in turn corresponds to his horizon 6 – stadium LT C1a (Gebhard 1991, 74–117). The 
chronological boundary between the two stadia of LT C1 falls around 220/210 BC, which 
is indicated by a dendrochronological date obtained for a cremation burial from Wederath, 
Kr. Bernkastel-Wittlich in Palatinate, in which artefacts typical of horizon 7 were found 
(Haffner 1979, 405–407, fig. 2). A slightly earlier artefact that provided data concerning 
the absolute chronology is the relic of a wooden shield provided with a characteristic iron 
ribbon boss, discovered in the eponymous cemetery at La Tène, Switzerland, and dated 

6 For Lower Silesia phase B1a was distinguished by Z. Woźniak (1979) on the basis of slightly differ-
ent criteria, and it also encompasses chronologically younger materials. In light of currently available 
data, dating the beginnings of this phase to around the mid-4th century BC (Woźniak 1979, 213) seems 
extremely improbable.
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to 229 BC (Haffner 1979, 405, fig. 5). Over vast stretches of Central and Eastern Europe, 
artefacts representing horizon 7 mark the youngest phase of Celtic cemeteries. Beginning 
from stadium LT C1, in many regions the Celts changed their burial rite to one undetect-
able with archaeological methods. The Middle La Tène period comes to an end by the close 
of the 2nd century BC, and Gebhard (1989, 127) places this moment around 125/115 BC. 
Some researchers believe the changes took place much earlier – around 150 BC – and this 
is how they date the boundary between the Middle and Late La Tène periods. Among these 
researchers are Andrei Miron (1989; 1991), who presented a system of periodisation of 
sepulchral finds from Rhineland, and Sabine Rieckhoff (1992; 1995; 2008), who primarily 
analysed materials from southern Germany. The chronological systems they developed are, 
in the opinion of many researchers, of little use, which has been clearly expressed, among 
other places, in a study concerning intercultural contacts between the Jastorf milieu and La 
Tène culture (Brandt 2001, 60–66).

Fig. 3. Scheme of cultural transformations in Silesia in the La Tène period. Developed by P. Dulęba
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Settlement potential of the La Tène culture

Relatively rapid civilizational progress observable throughout the entire area occupied by the 
La Tène culture is also evident in Celtic enclaves in present-day Poland. The Middle La Tène 
period, its early stages in particular, was a time when the local Celtic communities reached their 
heyday. The number of settlement sites notably increases. One could risk saying that more than 
80% of La Tène culture materials discovered thus far in Silesia and Małopolska originates pre-
cisely from this, relatively short, period. This disproportion is highly troubling, especially for 
any attempts to characterise the phenomenon of Celtic settlement in Poland as a whole. It also 
distorts the picture of the full spectrum of material culture of local Celtic tribes, with impres-
sions created based on Middle La Tène materials improperly stretched to earlier and later peri-
ods. This overrepresentation of materials dated to the Middle La Tène period is also determined 
by the dynamic development of the La Tène culture as a whole, which started precisely from 
the beginning of LT C1. From that moment on, distinct changes in material culture occur, con-
nected with a rapid development of various branches of Celtic crafts (primarily blacksmithing, 
metal casting, glass making and pottery) and trade (with the growing number of imports from 
the Mediterranean and from the Central European Plain). This is also the time when local Celtic 
minting appears, although in its initial stage it is impossible to fully and unambiguously con-
nect it with the sphere of economy alone. Gradual transformations taking place over the Middle 
La Tène period resulted in its closing stages with the rise of the “civilisation of oppida”, which 
did not reach directly to southern Poland. It is reflected there only through numerous imports 
that reached the territories inhabited by local communities of Germanic origin.

Since the first monograph of the La Tène culture settlement in Poland was published 
(Woźniak 1970), settlement studies concerning Silesia have rarely been undertaken. They were 
focused on selected, narrow issues, and the publications are not provided with catalogues of 
sources that would allow for further criticism of sources (Chochorowski 1980; Kosicki 1996; 
Zipser 2006; 2008). The more recent of these publications, which are based on the increasingly 
popular method of spatial data analysis, provide many interesting observations (Zipser 2006; 
2008), but they do not take into account some data originating from archival sources and the 
most recent results, instead relying heavily on the data from the AZP system. Everybody who 
has ever used the AZP data is perfectly aware of how imprecise and difficult in interpretation 
they are, and how badly they require constant verification. Therefore, the currently available 
data need to be assessed with great caution. Yet, there is one thing we can be sure of: the 
La Tène culture communities inhabiting both parts of Silesia were not large groups. A simple 
comparison of settlement network density and size with the cultures of the preceding (e.g. the 
Lusatian culture in its heyday during HaC – cf. Mierzwiński 1994, fig. 19) and following pe-
riods (e.g. the Przeworsk culture during the Roman Period – cf. Godłowski 1985, maps 3–7) 
shows how small the demographic potential of the La Tène culture population in relation to the 
environmental capacity actually was.7 It is thus highly probable that the Celtic settlers, aware of 
their far inferior numbers as compared with their northern neighbours – Germanic communities 
from the Central European Plain – deliberately chose a very confined area, which they could 
exploit economically in an optimal manner and which offered maximum benefits with respect 
to control over major trade routes.

7 Z. Woźniak (1970, 217) estimated the number of settlers in the Lower Silesian and Upper Silesian 
clusters at 5,000 and 8,000 people, respectively. The data available today suggest these numbers should 
be doubled, but they are still rather modest as compared with other prehistoric cultures.
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Currently (as of 2017) we know of about 541 La Tène culture sites (Table 1) of which more 
than 70 are known from incomplete archival sources and can only be located to the level of 
locality. Of the total number given above, only 3.8% are positively verified settlements, i.e. 
sites where archaeological excavations have revealed La Tène culture features. The existing 
studies confirm that the La Tène culture population followed a very extensive model of settle-
ment. Among sites excavated to a larger extent most are single-farmstead settlements or those 
where remains of two or three farmsteads have been identified. These farmsteads, comprised 
primarily of sunken features and various post-built structures (Figs 4–5), were likely standard 
“dwelling units” throughout the entire east-Celtic Europe (Meduna 1980, 46–61, table 1). The 
verification of surface surveys by means of excavations or non-invasive research has confirmed 
that the vast majority of the large number of recorded settlement traces can be interpreted as 
relics of exactly such small settlements.

It has long been indicated in the subject literature (Woźniak 1979, 209; Kosicki 1996, 276) 
that the bulk of the data available for Lower Silesia originates from single graves and cemeteries. 
However, this seems no longer true today, as broadly understood sepulchral sites now constitute 
only some 30% of the finds. Given the above-mentioned problems with recording data from sur-
face surveys one has to consider that this proportion may still be overestimated. In Upper Silesia, 
by contrast, the proportion of sepulchral finds is disproportionately low (2.1%). Celtic occupation 
in this area lasted approx. 300 years, of which only the last 50–60 years fall to the period when 
a distinct change in burial rites observable throughout nearly entire Central Europe resulted in 

Fig. 4. Two La Tène culture farmsteads (features marked green) identified based on geophysical survey 
and positively verified by excavations at Samborowice, Dist. Racibórz, site 13. Developed by P. Dulęba, 

J. Soida, P. Wroniecki
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Fig. 5. Relics of the eastern farmstead of the La Tène culture identified with magnetic gradiometry survey 
and uncovered during archaeological excavations at Samborowice, Dist. Racibórz, site 13. After Dulęba, 

Soida, Wroniecki 2016
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the absence of archaeologically detectable cemeteries. Therefore, the small number of sepulchral 
finds should be linked with the state of research rather than cultural transformations.

Interregional connections and contacts

La Tène culture settlers were newcomers in Silesia, hence it comes as no surprise that they 
maintained intensive contacts with their kinsmen to the south of the Sudetes and the Carpathi-
ans. Moreover, nearly all major civilizational achievements of the La Tène culture that are 
known from its centres on the Danube and Rhine appeared in Silesia at virtually the same time.

The origins of the Upper Silesian cluster of the La Tène culture has long been sought in 
a migration from Moravia (Jahn 1931, 101; Woźniak 1970, 103–104), and the increase in the 
number of finds has only corroborated this view. This is suggested if only by the proximity 
to a huge concentration of La Tène culture sites in Moravia, merely 30 km to the south of the 
southernmost traces of settlement in Upper Silesia (Meduna 1980, map 2). This is also con-
firmed by an overall similarity of material culture, particularly clear regarding pottery from 
settlement sites. These similarities extend to nearly all morphological and technological traits 
of pottery. Along with a chronologically younger western Małopolska cluster (Dulęba 2009, 
11–14; 2014, 194), the Upper Silesian cluster was part of a vast settlement zone stretching to 
Moravia and Lower Austria, which has been linked with the alleged tribal confederation of the 
Boii, indirectly confirmed by numismatic sources (Venclová, Militký 2014).

The origins of the Lower Silesian cluster are much less clear. The view prevailing in the subject 
literature posits a migration from the territory of Bohemia (Jahn 1931, 100–101; Woźniak 1970, 
83–84; Kosicki 1997). It is based primarily on similarities in artefacts originating from sepul-
chral assemblages. These, however, are often objects of over-regional nature so it is difficult to 
link them with particular regions and identify possible connections on their basis. The analysis 
of the burial rite, a very conservative and particular sphere of spiritual culture, does not provide 
sufficient arguments either. In his monumental study of the Early La Tène period burial rite, 
Herbert Lorenz (1978, 235–237, map 10) describes sepulchral sites from the vast area of Central 
Europe as the eastern part of the Rhine-Danube circle (Germ.: östlischer Rhein-Donau-Kreis), 
which in turn can be sub-divided into three regional groups. Two of these groups are situated in 
the Carpathian Basin and the third, clearly different from the first two, encompasses Bohemia, 
Moravia, and Silesia. All the basic traits of the burial rite remain the same throughout all this ter-
ritory, with differences between particular regions noticeable only in minor details. What made 

tyPe of site lower silesiA uPPer silesiA suM

overall number 124 417 541

sepulchral site 38 9 47

cemetery (at least 2 graves) 13 2 15

single grave 25 7 32

settlement site 86 408 494

settlement (at least 1 feature) 7 14 21

trace of settlement 79 393 472

emporium – 1 1

Table 1. La Tène culture sites in Silesia (state of research as of 2017)
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the ritual behaviours of Celtic inhabitants of Bohemia different from their kinsmen from Silesia 
and Moravia was above all the absence of a well-established custom of furnishing graves with 
ceramic vessels (Mangel 2009, fig. 10), often containing animal bones interpreted as remains of 
ritual feasts. In addition, cremation burials are much less common in Bohemia than in Upper Sile-
sia, while in the latter region the inhumation rite remained in the minority even during the Early 
La Tène period (Mangel 2009, 32–33, fig. 7). In Moravia cremation burials are not uncommon, 
and the proportion between cremation and inhumation is similar to that observed in Lower Silesia 
(�ižmář 2012, 121–123; �ižmářová 2017, table I). Biritualism was present in the La Tène culture 
throughout its development (Bujna 2004), although with time, cremation gained a clear advantage 
(especially in the south of Central Europe), to finally transform at the beginning of LT C2 into 
a specific form of burial rite, undetectable with archaeological methods.

It is only since very recently that we have larger series of settlement materials avail-
able from Lower Silesia that demonstrate similarities in pottery to Upper Silesia, Western 
Małopolska, and above all Moravia. However, it remains difficult to explain why the earliest 
La Tène culture materials (dated to LT B1a), still few, are only known from Lower Silesia. 
Perhaps this stems from the state of research alone, since these materials are exclusively 
grave finds. Intensive cultural contacts with Moravia, but also with Lower Silesia, are best 
evident in eastern Bohemia, in the upper Elbe basin in particular (Mangel 2009, 41–43). Also 
in this case, the geographical proximity and the communication routes (which continue to 
function even today) through the Branka Pass (Náchod) and the Kłodzko Basin are taken into 
account (Kosicki 1997, 143–144, fig. 1).

At the present stage of research it is extremely difficult to determine unambiguously 
whether the Celtic migration to Lower Silesia had its source in Bohemia or Moravia. Henryk 
Łowmiański (1964, 199, footnote 559), cited early in this paper, believed that the similari- (1964, 199, footnote 559), cited early in this paper, believed that the similari-
ties in material culture between Lower Silesia and Bohemia pointed out by German scholar 
Martin Jahn (who identified the inhabitants of the Lower Silesian cluster as the Boii) do not 
necessarily prove a connection with Bohemia, as these similarities may have arisen as a re-
sult of the formation of this cluster. Today, with a series of new finds available, we can con-
clude that the hypothesis positing migration of Lower Silesian settlers from Moravia seems 
more convincing. The way leading from Moravia northward through the Moravian Gate and 
further along the Oder River is the most convenient route, and its very ancient tradition 
has been archaeologically confirmed in nearly all epochs. A land route from the Głubczyce 
Plateau via the valley of the Nysa Kłodzka River and the Grodków Plain also seems more 
reasonable than forcing one’s way through the mountain valleys and passes of the Sudetes. 
Zenon Woźniak’s hypothesis (1970, 168) about the lack of significant and clearly notice-
able contacts among particular local La Tène culture groups in Poland seems very unlikely 
today. The Upper Silesian cluster was a crossroads of the most important communication 
routes, a region from where products of the La Tène culture civilisation created in its cen-
tres on the Danube were further distributed, and this created opportunities for exchange. 
One good example is provided by coins (Fig. 6) representing the earliest Boii emissions 
(minting period A acc. to Karel Castelin), whose minting has been confirmed in the Nowa 
Cerekwia agglomeration (Rudnicki 2014, 49). Such coins have been found in Lower Silesia, 
as evidenced by the hoard from Brzezinka Średzka, Dist. Środa, and single specimens from 
Wrocław-Wojszyce, Wrocław-Psie Pole, and Świątniki, Dist. Wrocław (Rudnicki 2012, 51).8 

8 Other finds of Celtic coins belong to younger emissions (minting phases B–D, acc. to Castelin) and are 
significantly later (Rudnicki 2012, 52–55), and they should not be linked with La Tène culture settlement. 
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The most tangible evidence for the existence of interregional contacts is provided by stone arte-
facts (primarily whetstones) made from very characteristic quartzite-sericite schist, whose only 
known outcrop in Europe is near Jegłowa in Strzelin District. These objects have been found in 
well-dated settlement features in Upper Silesia.9 

The territory of Silesia after the Celts

The end of the Celtic occupation in Lower Silesia is still poorly evidenced in the archaeologi-
cal record, but so far there is no proof for existence of Celtic settlements in the region after 
stage LT C1b. The area previously occupied by the Celts becomes settled by a new population, 

The functioning of late Celtic emissions within the Przeworsk culture has been conclusively confirmed by 
many finds, mainly from south-eastern Wielkopolska and Kujavia (Rudnicki 2012, map 5).
9 This highly interesting issue will be the subject of a separate paper, currently being prepared by the 
author in cooperation with Ewa Lisowska (Institute of Archaeology of the University of Wrocław) and 
Jacek Soida (Silesian Museum in Katowice).

Fig. 6. Finds of Boii coins (period A acc. to K. Castelin) from Central Europe (after Kolniková 2006; 2007 
supplemented). A – gold coins of the Nike type, B – gold coins of the Athena Alkidemos type, C – silver 
coins of the Roseldorf type, D – minting centres, E – range of La Tène culture settlement. Developed by 

P. Dulęba
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archaeologically identified as the Przeworsk culture. In the early section of the Younger Pre-
Roman Iron Age, i.e. in phase A1 (corresponding to LT C2 in the La Tène culture periodisa-
tion), the Przeworsk culture occupation does not extend beyond the valley of the River Oder in 
the west, and is not recorded in the Wrocław Plain. The alleged finds of brooches of Kostrze-
wski types A-B mentioned in old literature are either artefacts whose preservation precludes 
their proper typological classification, or they originate from the area north of the middle Oder 
valley, beyond the range of the earlier La Tène culture occupation (Pescheck 1939, 20). Thus, 
we can credibly claim that there is today no convincing evidence of human occupation in the 
basins of the Bystrzyca, Ślęza, and Oława Rivers in phase LT C2 (corresponding to phase A1 
in the Przeworsk culture periodisation). The most rational explanation of this distinct hiatus, 
completely surprising in the environmentally very attractive area, is the existence of archaeo-
logically poorly detectable La Tène culture settlement. Although explaining phenomena which 
are difficult to interpret by the insufficient state of research has surely been overused in archae-
ology, in this case such a hypothesis can nevertheless be proposed. It is even more likely given 
that an analogical situation had been until recently observed with respect to the beginnings of 
the La Tène culture occupation.

In phase A2, corresponding to the beginning of the Late La Tène period, Przeworsk culture 
settlement is recorded throughout nearly the whole of Lower Silesia (Pazda 1980, 22–23, map 2), 
and there is not even a faint trace left of Celtic population. In this period, the earliest Przeworsk 
culture burials appear in the lands previously inhabited by the Celts, which contain, among other 
objects, short brooches of Kostrzewski type C (Pescheck 1939, 21, fig. 11: 40, 77: 9).

The picture is completely different in Upper Silesia. Materials datable to phase LT C2 are 
relatively abundant in this region, but none of the sites excavated to a larger extent have pro-
duced materials that could be dated to the Late La Tène period. Furthermore, for reasons dif-
ficult to explain this region remained uninhabited until the Early Roman period, where a slow 
southward shift of Przeworsk culture occupation from the north can be observed (Godłowski 
1985, 27–28). It is worth emphasising that throughout the prehistory of this extremely impor-
tant, almost “strategic” region in the northern approaches to the Moravian Gate, the mentioned 
distinct hiatus in the end of 2nd – mid – 1st centuries BC is an absolutely unique phenomenon.

Recapitulation

What is striking in the picture that emerges from the discussion presented above are highly 
complex and unfavourable cognitive circumstances, which significantly hamper the acquisi-
tion of valuable archaeological sources. These sources are indispensable for understanding 
the cycle of cultural and settlement transformations that took place in Silesia in the La Tène 
period, and which seem to have been mainly inspired by Celtic settlers. Local communities 
inhabiting the Oder and Vistula basins owe to these settlers significant civilizational progress, 
evidenced above all by objects of craft and new technologies, which were spreading from 
Silesia (and later from Małopolska as well) to the whole of the Oder and Vistula basins. This 
is particularly important because of the current situation, when an increasingly broad spectrum 
of new cognitive methods are making it possible to shed light on many more aspects of mate-
rial culture of prehistoric communities, even on the basis of a relatively small set of properly 
acquired sources. The application of these methods offers a great advantage in overcoming dif-
ficulties caused by the mentioned “unfavourable cognitive circumstances” which until recently 
considerably hampered identification of new sites, determination of their spatial arrangements, 
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and spatial identification of particular occupational phases. In addition, researchers should 
exercise far-reaching criticism with regard to sources obtained in the past, many of which 
are of only “antiquarian” value today (with all the problems this entails). Finally, it is worth 
underscoring that there are great opportunities currently open for interdisciplinary studies, 
in particular on settlement and economy. The exploiting of these opportunities is particularly 
important in the context of the traditions of Iron Age archaeology in Poland, which for long 
years has been focused on typological-chronological studies and analyses of materials from 
sepulchral contexts.

Kultura lateńska na Śląsku.  
Uwagi na temat stanu badań i nowych perspektyw badawczych

Osadnictwo kultury lateńskiej, którą od dawna łączy się z ludnością celtycką, jest rejestrowane w czterech 
wyraźnie wydzielających się enklawach w granicach współczesnej Polski. Enklawy te są zapewne świa-
dectwem istnienia jakiegoś podziału plemiennego, trudnego do uchwycenia wobec braku większej liczby 
informacji historycznych odnoszących się do cywilizacji epoki żelaza z terenu Środkowej Europy. Dwie 
spośród wspomnianych wyżej enklaw znajdują się na obszarze historycznego i geograficznego Śląska 
i od dawna są przedmiotem studiów.

W pracy tej przedstawiono główne problemy badawcze związane z pozyskiwaniem źródeł do pozna-
nia kultury lateńskiej. Autor wskazuje na problem z określeniem atrybucji kulturowej relatywnie dużej 
liczby materiałów pochodzących z badań powierzchniowych. Jest to wynikiem słabej znajomości ce-
ramiki kultury lateńskiej, ponieważ w przypadku stanowisk osadniczych, zwłaszcza tych datowanych 
na okres wczesnolateński, są to w przeważającej większości naczynia ręcznie lepione, technologicznie 
bardzo zbliżone do ceramiki innych kultur epoki żelaza, znanych z obszaru współczesnej Polski. Okres 
środkowolateński, a zwłaszcza jego początkowe stadia, to moment szczytowego rozwoju miejscowego 
osadnictwa celtyckiego. Wtedy to obserwujemy wyraźny wzrost liczby stanowisk, głównie osadniczych. 
Można swobodnie zaryzykować twierdzenie, że ponad 80% materiałów kultury lateńskiej, które do tej 
pory zostały odkryte na terenie Śląska i Małopolski pochodzi właśnie z tego, relatywnie krótkiego, od-
cinka czasowego. Ta dysproporcja jest bardzo kłopotliwa zwłaszcza ze względu na próby całościowego 
ujęcia fenomenu osadnictwa celtyckiego w Polsce. Przez wspomnianą dysproporcję obraz kultury ma-
terialnej miejscowych plemion celtyckich z fazy LT C1 jest automatycznie przenoszony na okres wcze-
śniejszy i późniejszy. 

U schyłku okresu halsztackiego i na początku okresu lateńskiego południowa część Dolnego Śląska 
przechodziła okres ewidentnej depopulacji, na którą wskazuje istnienie wyraźnie rozrzedzonego osadnic-
twa kultury pomorskiej. Pas wyraźnej pustki osadniczej rozdziela ten obszar od reliktowego osadnictwa 
społeczności kultury łużyckiej, które zachowało się w południowej części Górnego Śląska. Przybycie 
osadników celtyckich w początkach fazy LT B1 doprowadziło do istotnych zmian osadniczych i kulturo-
wych, które miało również istotny wpływ na cały obszar dorzecza Odry i Wisły. 

Dzięki stale powiększającej się bazie źródłowej, która obejmuje w zdecydowanej większości mate-
riały ze stanowisk osadniczych, możemy z większą dokładnością rekonstruować specyfikę osadnictwa 
celtyckiego z obszaru południowej Polski. W chwili obecnej (stan badań na koniec 2017 r.) dysponujemy 
informacjami o 541 stanowiskach kultury lateńskiej z obszaru Śląska (tabela 1), z których ponad 70 
znanych jest ze zdekompletowanych źródeł archiwalnych i możemy je zlokalizować jedynie w obrę-
bie danej miejscowości. Spośród wspomnianej wyżej liczby jedynie 3,8% to pozytywnie zweryfikowane 
osady, czyli stanowiska, na których prowadzono badania wykopaliskowe, podczas których natrafiono na 
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obiekty kultury lateńskiej. Dotychczasowe studia dostarczają dowodów na istnienie wyraźnie ekstensyw-
nego modelu zasiedlenia obszarów zajętych przez ludność kultury lateńskiej. Wśród badanych na większą 
skalę stanowisk dominują osady jednozagrodowe lub takie, na których zlokalizowano pozostałości dwóch 
lub trzech zagród. Wspomniane zagrody, składające się przede wszystkim z charakterystycznych półzie-
mianek i różnorodnych budynków o konstrukcji słupowej, stanowiły zapewne standardowe „jednostki 
mieszkalne” całej wschodnioceltyckiej Europy. Weryfikacje wyników badań powierzchniowych prze-
prowadzane zarówno metodami wykopliskowymi, jak i nieinwazyjnymi potwierdzają, iż zdecydowana 
większość licznie rejestrowanych śladów osadniczych może być utożsamiana z reliktami takich właśnie, 
niewielkich osad.

Wyraźny kres funkcjonowania osadnictwa celtyckiego na Dolnym Śląsku nadal jest bardzo słabo 
uchwytny w materiale archeologicznym, niemniej do chwili obecnej bark dowodów na istnienie osad 
celtyckich w tym regionie dłużej niż do fazy LT C1b. Na obszar, który do tej pory był zasiedlony przez 
Celtów napływają przedstawiciele kultury przeworskiej. W początkowym etapie młodszego okresu 
przedrzymskiego, tj. w fazie A1, która odpowiada stadium LT C2 w systematyce kultury lateńskiej, osad-
nictwo kultury przeworskiej nie przekracza doliny Odry i nie jest obserwowane na terenie Równiny Wro-
cławskiej. Jest to trudne do wytłumaczenia w kontekście wysokiej atrakcyjności wspomnianego terenu, 
który wyróżniał się jako wyjątkowo korzystne miejsce do zasiedlenia. W przypadku Górnego Śląska kres 
osadnictwa widoczny jest bardzo wyraźnie i przypada na koniec fazy LT C2.

Rozpatrywano także kwestie powiązań kulturowych. Genezy górnośląskiego skupiska kultury lateń-
skiej od dawna dopatrywano się w migracji z obszaru Moraw, co w świetle ciągle powiększającej się 
liczby znalezisk znajduje swoje wyraźne potwierdzenie. O wiele trudniejszym zagadnieniem jest geneza 
dolnośląskiego skupiska osadniczego. W literaturze przedmiotu dominuje pogląd o migracji z obszaru 
współczesnych Czech. Teza ta opiera się głównie na podobieństwie zabytków pochodzących z zespo-
łów grobowych, które często są zabytkami o charakterze ponadregionalnym. Analiza cech obrządku po-
grzebowego, tej tak bardzo konserwatywnej i zarazem partykularnej sfery kultury duchowej, także nie 
dostarcza odpowiednich argumentów. Autor stawia hipotezę o ścisłych związkach obu enklaw z terenu 
współczesnego Śląska z osadnictwem celtyckim na Morawach.
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